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a b s t r a c t
Preprocessing text data sets for use in Natural Language Processing tasks is usually a time-consuming
and expensive effort. Text data, normally obtained from sources such as, but not limited to, web
scraping, scanned documents or PDF files, is typically unstructured and prone to artifacts and other
types of noise. The goal of the TextCL package is to simplify this process by providing multiple methods
suited for text data preprocessing. It includes functionality for splitting texts into sentences, filtering
sentences by language, perplexity filtering, and removing duplicate sentences. Another functionality
offered by the TextCL package is the outlier detection module, which allows to identify and filter out
texts that are different from the main topic distribution of the data set. This method allows selecting
one of several unsupervised outlier detection algorithms, such as TONMF (block coordinate descent
framework), RPCA (robust principal component analysis), or SVD (singular value decomposition) and
apply it to the text data.
© 2022 The Author(s). Published by Elsevier B.V. This is an open access article under the CC BY license
(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/).
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1. Motivation and significance
There is an immense amount of unstructured text generated
every day from a variety of different sources. As information
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continuously grows, it is a critical task to preprocess data for a
given domain in order to perform analysis, identify correlations,
and build natural language processing (NLP) models. NLP is an
area of research in Artificial Intelligence focused on processing
and using text and speech data, and may include predictive,
category classification, or text generation models. The quality
of these models strongly depends on the quality of input data.
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and outliers_detection, with the first operating as a sentencelevel transformer and the latter as a document-level transformer.
The
first
module
includes
language_filtering,
jaccard_sim_filtering, and perplexity_filtering. Before using
these functions, initial text should be split into sentences with the
split_into_sentences function. The second module is represented
by the outliers_detection function, which has a selection of
algorithms to use for detecting outliers, as detailed in Fig. 1. Each
function is designed in a consistent way, offering parameters
to selected the desired column of the data frame and specify
filtering thresholds. The output is standardized and compatible
with pandas data frame format.

There are a few common flaws that can be seen in raw text
depending on the way it was obtained. If data comes from an
optical character recognition (OCR) platform, tables and columns
are typically not processed correctly and may add noise to the
models. Additionally, some parts of large text scopes may contain
sentences from languages other than the target language of the
model. In real-world data, derived from a number of sources,
texts may contain duplicate content due to the use of templates
or reuse of the same content blocks. For text generation tasks,
content duplication can cause model overfitting, and this must
be considered in the preprocessing pipeline.
The most commonly used library for text preprocessing is
spaCy [1]. It is an open-source library for text preprocessing.
The most common functions used in the library are tokenization,
lemmatization, part-of-speech tagging, entity recognition, punctuations, and stopword removal. Another commonly used library
for text preprocessing is NLTK (Natural Language Toolkit) [2].
In general, spaCy is faster and more efficient than NLTK [3].
However, spaCy does not include pre-created models for some
applications, such as sentiment analysis, which is typically easier to perform with NLTK. TextCl extends the functionality of
spaCy by including functions for filtering sentences by language,
perplexity filtering, removal of duplicate sentences, and outlier
detection.
Another important problem to consider during text preprocessing is data distribution. In unstructured text data sets, there
are often cases where documents do not belong to the main topic
of the text. For example, a scientific article in a political news data
set, or a fax cover sheet mixed with medical records. These are
examples of outliers in the data distribution, and it is very useful
to be able to detect them and filter them out of the main text
scope in an unsupervised fashion.
A number of Python packages for outlier detection are available, for example PyOD [4], PyNomaly [5], and alibi-detect
[6]. PyOD package contains 40 outlier detection algorithms, with
the support of recent algorithms like ECOD [7]. PyNomaly is
based on the LoOP (Local Outlier Probabilities) method [8], with
scores normalized to the range 0–1. Both PyOD and PyNomaly
do not support text data as an input. Alibi-detect focuses on
outlier, adversarial, and drift detection, supporting 25 different
algorithms. Although, it could be used for unstructured data such
as images or text, there is no support for outlier detection for
text data. TextCL was developed to fill this niche, offering several
algorithms for detecting outliers specifically in text data, namely
TONMF, RPCA and SVD.
More generally, the goal of TextCL is to address text preprocessing problems, offering Python implementations of several existing algorithms for language filtering, similarity filtering,
perplexity filtering, and outlier detection in one library.

2.2. Software functionalities
The preprocessing module contains the sentence level transformers. The following list describes each of these functions in
additional detail:

language_filtering() This function is used to filter sentences by language. Inputs to this function should be a
pandas data frame with a sentence column, a threshold
value, and a target language. The threshold value (or language score) is used for filtering and has a default value of
0.99. All sentences below the threshold will be filtered out.

jaccard_sim_filtering() This function is used to filter sentences by Jaccard similarity. It represents each sentence as
an array of tokens and finds the intersection between two
arrays. Similarity score is calculated based on the sentence
intersections and if it is below the given threshold, the
sentence will be filtered out.

perplexity_filtering() This function is used to filter sentences by perplexity. The first step creates contextual tokens to capture latent syntactic-semantic information and
then uses GPT as a language model to calculate probabilities of the token’s order in the sentence. Perplexity
calculated as exp(loss) (where loss is the language modeling loss of a particular token) and compared with the given
threshold. More details can be found in Ref. [15].
The second module, outliers_detection, includes functions
to process a full document as a part of the text’s scope. They
operate as document-level transformers and have the following
specifications:

outlier_detection() This function is used to detect outliers
in a list of sentences based on contextual information using
one of the several unsupervised methods provided. Outliers
can be categorized as sentences which have significantly
different meanings compared to the other sentences in the
list. Input parameters include the pandas data frame with
texts, the method to use for outlier detection (‘‘tonmf’’,
‘‘rpca’’, or ‘‘svd’’), and a norm to normalize the
obtained matrix and detect irregular texts (default is l2 ,
i.e. the Euclidean norm). The first step is to generate a
textual representation in the vector space by creating text
embeddings as a bag of words, and then the selected algorithm is used to detect outliers in the list. The package
supports several methods for outlier detection:

2. Software description
2.1. Software architecture
TextCL is written in Python 3 and provides algorithms and
functions to accomplish common preprocessing and outlier detection steps for text data sets. It follows a procedural programming style, and the provided functions are organized as shown
in Fig. 1. Functions are defined at a high level, enabling users
to take advantage of several methods for text preparation and
investigate the best parameters for a given text data set. The code
is developed on top of well-established Python libraries, such as
numpy [9], sklearn [10], and pandas [11], while integrating
modern libraries specialized in deep learning and text operations
like nltk [2], torch [12], pytorch_pretrained_bert [13],
and langdetect [14]. It consists of two modules, preprocessing

tonmf() Uses the TONMF algorithm to determine the
outlier matrix. The solution is based on the nonnegative matrix factorization with the extension of
the block coordinate descent framework [16].
2
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Fig. 1. Architecture of the TextCL package.

rpca_implementation() Uses the Robust Principal

The initial subset used in this example is presented in Table 1.
To be able to process/filter sentences from the text separately, it
is necessary to split them as rows in a pandas data frame. The
split_into_sentences() function is used for this purpose.
The data loaded in the previous section has a column named
‘‘text’’. By default, the split_into_sentences() function expects to find texts in this column. However, an alternative name
for this column can be specified in the function’s text_col
parameter. Thus, splitting the data set texts into sentences is done
as follows:

Component Analysis (RPCA) algorithm to determine
the outlier matrix. RPCA uses low-rank approximation and yields two matrices: a low-rank matrix L and
a sparse matrix S. After normalization, the S matrix
represents the outlier score for the document [17,18].

svd() Uses single value decomposition (SVD) to determine the outlier matrix, presented as a multiplication of the square root of the diagonal elements of
the rectangular diagonal matrix S and the complex
unitary matrix V .

df = textcl.split_into_sentences(input_df)

3. Illustrative examples
After splitting the text data set into sentences the df data
frame will have the structure presented in Table 2.

These example demonstrate how to preprocess text, cleaning it up for the modeling stage. Usually, text preprocessing is
performed manually and is very time-consuming. The TextCL
package helps to identify and filter out (1) sentences in languages
other than the target language, (2) linguistically unconnected
and/or corrupted sentences, and (3), duplicate sentences.
Another feature of the package is the ability to identify and
filter out outliers from the text scope. As outliers, we consider
texts that do not contextually belong to the main topic of the
text. It is important to be able to identify these anomalies without
having labeled data, or, in other words, to be able to use a general
approach for finding outliers in unstructured text.
This example will use a subset of the BBC data set [19] with additional manually generated sentences. This data set is provided
in the package’s repository and will be subsequently referred to
as the modified BBC data set. Nonetheless, TextCL can be used
with any text data set loaded as a pandas data frame.
As a first step, load TextCl and auxiliary data processing packages (numpy and pandas):

3.1. Preprocessing on the sentence level
3.1.1. Filtering on language
The input to this function should be a pandas data frame
(with ‘‘sentence’’ column), a threshold value, and a target language. The function, which depends on the langdetect [14]
package, returns the probabilities of the sentences belonging to
the specified language. All sentences below this threshold will
be filtered out. The next code statement shows how to filter
sentences written in English with a threshold of 0.99. If applied to
the modified BBC data set, it will remove the manually inserted
Turkish and Russian sentences from the data set.
df = textcl.language_filtering(input_df, threshold=0.99,
language=’en’)

3.1.2. Filtering on Jaccard similarity
The
following
code
shows
how
to
apply
the
jaccard_sim_filtering() function to filter sentences by Jaccard similarity with threshold of 0.8. If the similarity score is
above the specified threshold, a sentence will be filtered out.

import textcl
import pandas as pd
import numpy as np

Prepare the input data from the modified BBC data set bundled
with TextCL. The example will demonstrate package capabilities
on the subset of the BBC News data set. This subset contains 5
topics (business, entertainment, politics, sport, tech) with manually inserted texts to demonstrate the capabilities of the package.
Load the modified BBC data set into memory:

df = textcl.jaccard_sim_filtering(input_df, threshold=0.8)

3.1.3. Filtering on perplexity score
The function perplexity_filtering() is used to filter sentences by perplexity, i.e., when sentences are linguistically incorrect and/or unconnected with the remaining text.

input_df =
pd.read_csv(’prepared_bbc_dataset.csv’).reset_index()
3
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Table 1
Initial subset of BBC data set.
Index

Topic

Text

0
1
2
3
4
5
6

Business
Business
Business
Business
Entertainment
Entertainment
Entertainment

WorldCom bosses’ $54 m payout Ten former direc...
Profits slide at India’s Dr Reddy Profits at ...
Liberian economy starts to grow The Liberian ...
UluslararasıPara Fonu (IMF), Liberya ekonomis...
Singer Ian Brown ’in gig arrest’ Former Stone...
Blue beat U2 to top France honour Irish band ...
Housewives lift Channel 4 ratings The debut o...

7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

Entertainment
Entertainment
Politics
Politics
Politics
Sport
Sport
Sport
Tech
Tech
Tech
Tech
Tech
Tech

Housewives Channel 4 reytinglerini yükseltti A...
Observers to monitor UK election Ministers wi...
Lib Dems highlight problem debt People vulner...
Minister defends hunting ban law The law bann...
Legendary Dutch boss Michels dies Legendary D...
Connors boost for British tennis Former world...
Sociedad set to rescue Mladenovic Rangers are...
Mobile games come of age The BBC News webs...
PlayStation 3 processor unveiled The Cell pro...
PC photo printers challenge printed pictures c...
PC photo printers challenge pros Home printed...
processor come pros 43 t6 43 Table data 342 5 ...
Janice Dean currently serves as senior meteoro...

Table 2
Split by sentences BBC data set. For brevity, only a few sentences of the text at index 0 are shown.
Index

Topic

Text

0
0
0
0
0

Business
Business
Business
Business
Business

WorldCom
WorldCom
WorldCom
WorldCom
WorldCom

Sentence
bosses’
bosses’
bosses’
bosses’
bosses’

$54
$54
$54
$54
$54

m
m
m
m
m

payout
payout
payout
payout
payout

Ten
Ten
Ten
Ten
Ten

former
former
former
former
former

direc...
direc...
direc...
direc...
direc...

WorldCom bosses’ $54 m payout Ten former direc...
James Wareham, a lawyer representing one of t...
The remaining $36 m will be paid by the directo...
But, a spokesman for the prosecutor, New York ...
Corporate governance experts said that if the...

Table 3
The modified BBC data set after preprocessing with TextCL.

In general, perplexity is a measurement of how well a probability distribution or probability model predicts a sample. In the
case of the text data, we will be checking the probability of the
next word to be in the given sentence. A low perplexity indicates
the probability distribution is good at predicting the word.
The first step creates contextual tokens to capture latent
syntactic-semantic
information
provided
by
the
pytorch_pretrained_bert package [20] with pretrained
openai-gpt tokenizer and using GPT as a language model with
OpenAIGPTLMHeadModel. Perplexity is calculated as exp(loss),
where loss is the language modeling loss of a particular token.
The next block of code shows how to filter sentences from a data
frame by perplexity using a specific threshold value.
df = textcl.perplexity_filtering(input_df, threshold=1000)

After applying all the preprocessing functions to the initial
subset, as shown in the previous code snippets, the number of
sentences reduced from 319 to 246. Turkish and Russian texts,
partial duplicates, and linguistically incorrect sentences were removed. The final output is presented in Table 3. TextCL’s tutorial, available at https://git.io/JsFYT, offers additional details and
insights on the presented workflow.

Index

Text

0
1
2
4
5
6
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
18
20

WorldCom bosses’ $54 m payout Ten former direc...
Profits slide at India’s Dr Reddy Profits at ...
Liberian economy starts to grow The Liberian ...
Singer Ian Brown ’in gig arrest’ Former Stone...
Blue beat U2 to top France honour Irish band ...
Housewives lift Channel 4 ratings The debut o...
Observers to monitor UK election Ministers wi...
Lib Dems highlight problem debt People vulner...
Minister defends hunting ban law The law bann...
Legendary Dutch boss Michels dies Legendary D...
Connors boost for British tennis Former world...
Sociedad set to rescue Mladenovic Rangers are...
Mobile games come of age The BBC News website...
PlayStation 3 processor unveiled The Cell pro...
PC photo printers challenge pros Home printed...
Janice Dean currently serves as senior meteoro...

methods do not require such a training data set, and instead
learning patterns from the structure of the data in order to
identify outliers.
In this package, we used methods based on Non-Negative
Matrix Factorization (NMF) [21,22] to detect the text topics in
an unsupervised fashion, so that we are able to detect outliers
without labeling of topics.
The way it works is that NMF decomposes high-dimensional
vectors into a lower-dimensional representation. These lowerdimensional vectors are non-negative, which also means their
coefficients are non-negative. With this approach, we can use the
fact that NMF is similar to probabilistic latent semantic indexing
(pLSI) [23] and latent Dirichlet allocation (LDA) [24] generative
models. From the original matrix, A, NMF yields two matrices,
W and H. The former represents the topics detected in the text
data set, while the latter contains the weights for those topics. In other words, A is the documents-by-words matrix, W is

3.2. Outlier filtering
Outlier detection is an important task in text data mining.
It can help us find unusual patterns that may be interesting
and useful. Text data is uniquely challenging to outlier detection
because of its sparsity and highly-dimensional nature.
There are many different techniques for anomaly detection,
but they generally fall into one of two categories: supervised
or unsupervised. Supervised methods require a training data set
of normal and abnormal examples in order to learn a model
which can then be used to classify new data points. Unsupervised
4
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Fig. 2. ROC-curves for outlier detection in the BBC data set using the three outlier detection methods implemented in TextCL.

4. Impact

the topics-by-words matrix, and H is the documents-by-topics
matrix.
The outlier_detection() function is used to detect outliers in a list of sentences based on contextual information using
unsupervised methods. Text embeddings are created using a bagof-words model as an input for the implemented algorithms.
The main input parameters for this function are the pandas
data frame containing the texts, the method to use for outlier
detection (TONMF by default), and the type of norm (l2 by default)
to normalize the obtained matrix and detect unrelated texts.
The outlier_detection() function was tested for the
‘‘tech’’ category, that includes a manually inserted text outlier
(index = 20). This outlier contains a person’s profile instead of
‘‘tech’’ text. The next line of code selects rows which have ‘‘tech’’
in the topic column.

The main impact of the created software package on the community is its combination of the different filtering methods into
one library. TextCL significantly simplifies text preprocessing for
a variety of classification, prediction, text generation, and other
NLP tasks in both academic and professional contexts.
The package provides the first Python implementation of the
TONMF algorithm and allows the choice of different normalization functions for outlier detection. All algorithms in the package
are designed to have simple calls with flexible parameters, allowing users with minimal Python experience to filter data frames
and, by utilizing just one function, generate complex low-rank
approximation matrices and detect outliers. Input parameters
allow users to fine-tune the algorithms for the best fit of the
processed data set. For example, for the specific data set used
in the article, experimenting with the different outlier detection
algorithms resulted in areas under curve from 0.531 (TONMF) to
0.618 (RPCA), as shown in Fig. 2.
The TextCL package was initially designed with a focus on the
field of the news data sets [19,25–27]. However, TextCL is not
limited to this specific area and can be used with a variety of
textual data sets to improve input quality for later NLP modeling.
The quality of preprocessing can be improved by finding the best
parameter combination for the target data set area.

df = df[df.topic == ’tech’]

With

the

‘‘tech’’

news

selected,

we

can

run

the

outlier_detection() function with the RPCA algorithm:
df, _ = textcl.outlier_detection(df, method=’rpca’,
Z_threshold=1.0)

The text with index = 20 was removed since it described a
person’s profile instead of tech news. The outliers can also be
visualized with the use of the different algorithms. Code samples
can be found in the package’s tutorial.
The ROC curves produced by the different outlier detection
techniques are shown in Fig. 2.

5. Conclusions
In this paper we presented TextCL, an open-source and versatile Python library for detecting and filtering various anomalies in
5
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text data. It helps users to reduce time spent in data preprocessing and focus on the implementation of more complex models.
The functionality of the package as well as the source code is fully
documented.
The implemented outlier detection algorithms are used as
benchmarks in the field, but show limited generalization capabilities. We believe that a future direction for this library is the
development and/or implementation of new algorithms for this
purpose.
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